We consider parallel computers (PC's) with fixed communication network and bounded degree. We deal with the following question: How efficiently can one PC, a so-called universal PC, simulate each PC with n processors? This question is asked in I-1] where a universal PC with O(n) processors and time loss O(log(n)) is constructed. We improve this result in two ways by construction two universal PC's which many users can efficiently work with at the same time. The first has the same number of processors and the same time loss as that one above. The second has O(nt+D processors for an arbitrary ~>0 but only time loss O(loglog(n)).
Introduction
This paper deals with parallel computers. The model of parallel computation we use is essentially due to Paul and Galil (see 1, 2] ). In this sense, a parallel computer (PC) M is specified by a finite graph with bounded degree and by processors which are attached to the vertices of the graph. These processors are random access machines (see 1, 3] or Eli).
Such a PC works as follows: In the beginning of a computation, some special processors, the input-processors, contain the input. In one step all processors execute at the same time one of the usual instructions for random access machines or read the content of some fixed register of a processor which is (relative to the graph) one of its neighbours. At the end of the computation, some processors, the output-processors, contain the output.
Type I. Each processor of M is simulated by one processor of M o.
The universal MPC of Chap. 2 is of this type. Also the simulation of M by Mo (M and Mo are described in Fig. 1 ) is of type I, if for each it{l, 2, 3} Pi is simulated by Q2i.
The time-loss of this'simulation is 2. Now let for i~{1,2,3} Pi be simulated by Qi and Qi+3o Then obviously we get a simulation of M by Mo with time loss 1, because the neighbours of each representant of some P~ are representants of the neighbours of P~. Generalizing this kind of simulation we obtain: Type 2. Each processor of M is simulated by at least one processor of M o.
The simulations which are used by the universal MPC of Chap. 3 do not belong to one of the defined types. Those simulations allow that the representants of some processor of M may vary dependent on the number of steps of M being already simulated, The following type of simulations also includes the universal MPC of Chap. In what follows, a universal MPC which only uses simulations of type i, ir 2, 3} is called universal of type i. Let Mo be universal for all PC's with n processors. M o has m processors and the maximal time-loss of some simulation M o executes let be k. In Chap. 5 we consider a family of graphs which we call uniform distributors. The graph of the universal MPC from Chap. 3 belongs to this family. We prove:
If M o is universal of type 3 and its graph is a uniform distributor, then k = [2(log log(n)).
This bound is proved to be asymptotically tied in Chap. 3 . In Chap. 6 we prove time-processor trade-offs for universal parallel computers.
If M o is universal of type 1, than k = I2(log(n)) or m--n n(n).
If M o is universal of type 2, than m. k--~2(n log(n)).
If M o is universal of type 3, then m. k=Q(n log(n)/log log(n)).
The first trade-off tells us that a universal MPC of type 1 which is asymptotically faster than thatone constructed in Chap. 2 must have an exponential size.
The second trade-off is proved in Chap. 2 to be asymptotically tied. The third trade-off is not proved to be tied but it shows that also with the help of the very general type 3 of simulations it is impossible to construct a universal MPC without a significant loss of efficiency.
Chapter

: Definitions
A parallel computer (PC) M is specified by a tupel (G, I, ~, PS).
G is a finite graph, I and d~ are two injective sequences of vertices of G, PS is a set of processors which contains a processor P~ for each vertex i of G. P~ and P~ are neighbours, if the vertices i and j of G are neighbours in G. A processor is a random access machine with the following modifications:
-Let i be the j'th member of I, j~[0, 4# I-I] ~. Then P~ is the j'th inputprocessor and has an input-but no output-tape.
-Let i be the j'th member of @,j~[0, #@-1]. Then P~ is the j'th output-processor of M and has an output-but no input-tape.
-If i is neither a member of I nor of ~, then P~ has neither an input-nor an output-tape.
-Each processor has a special register, its communication register, and is able to read in one step the content of the communication register of one of its neighbours. M works as follows: In the beginning of the computation, each input-tape contains a tupel from lq*(: = ~, lq").~_v (The input-processors are able to read one integer from their input-tapes in one step.)
In one step of the computation, all processors execute at the same time one instructioh of their programs. M stops, jf all output-processors have stopped.-SuppoSe M has n input-and m output-processors. If in the beginning of the computation, xj~lq* is written on the j'th input-tape, j~[0,n-l], and in the end, y~lq*, j~[0,m-1], is written on the j'th output-tape, then we say, M started with ~=(x 0, ...,xn_ 1) computes .v=(Yo, .-., Y,,,-1). gE(N*) n is an input, y~(lq*)" an output for M.
The measure for the time-complexity of M started with g is the number of steps, M executes. The size of M is the number of processors of M. The degree of M is the degree of the graph G of M. We only consider families of PC's, whose degree does not grow with its size.
A multi-purpose PC (MPC) is a PC whose processors are universal random access machines. A program for such a MPC is given by programs for each of its processors. As the set of processors of a M PC is completely defined by this property, we denote it by the tupel (G, I, d~) for short. -M 0 is initialized for some tupel from H which contains M, -the user B who wants to let M o simulate M writes the input g on his inputtapes, and -all other users write any inputs for their PC's on their input-tapes.
Chapter 2
In this chapter, we shall for each n=2 2~-2 k for some k~lN construct a universal MPC which can for every n'<n be used to simulate/ , V--PC's of size n'.
The simulation-time of some PC M is by a factor O(log(n')) slower than the time M itself needs. This MPC has 3n processors and is an n-permuter.
By an n-permuter we mean a MPC M=(G, I, r with the following properties: For iE [1,m] , js [(i-1) 
If M can permute (x o, ...,x,_l) according to rr, then we say, M can permute (Xo ..... x,_ t) according to (lrt, ..., 7r,,). Now let n: =2 z~. 2 ~ for some k~N. We shall construct an n-permuter which can for every n'<n permute (x o .... ,x~_t)Egq" according to [~,J arbitrary permutations on [0, n'-1] in O(log(n')) steps. This construction is based on the MPC which was introduced by Preparata and Vuillemin in [4] : the CubeConnected Cycles.
Definition (Preparata, Vuillemin). The graph C~=(V,E)
is defined as follows:
E:=ExuE z.
A pair e = {(% .... , a2~-1, P), (bo .... , b2k-t, q)} = V- [o, 2k--1] and p+p'e{2k-i-l, 3.2k-t--1}, then {(a,p), (t~,p')} is an edge in Ck 2. A subgraph of C~ z which is induced by the vertices {~} x F0, 2 k -11 is shown in Fig. 2 . Let for 5el'O, I] 2" In order to construct an n-permuter with graph Ck ~, ~ve recursively define a base Bk 2 for it in which the vertices which belong to one subgraph being isomorphic to some C 2 are consecutive. Then Ck., is the graph which results from C*, C~ and B k by adding edges for every iel'0, n-l] from d i to the i'th element of B T and to the ((i+a) mod(n))'th element of B~. Vk. . is the MPC (C~.,,Bk).
We now shall find an a such that for any n'< n holds: the neighbours of n' consecutive elements of the base B k of Vk. o either in C~' or in C~ are completely contained in a subgraph being isomorphic to a "small" C~. "small" means that log(n')--O(log(22~ 2~)).
For some p, xelN, let the intervall Ix p, ( it follows that the neighbours of the elements of each intcrvall E of consecutive elements of the base B k of Vk. ~ either in C~' or C~ arc completely contained in a M PC V~2+ t, where q is defined by b e_ 1 < # E ~ b,.
As log(#E):O(log(be+ 1)), we obtain: 2.10. Theorem. Vk:=Vk. , is a n-permuter with size 3n and degree 5, which can for every n'<n permute n numbers according to -~ arbitrary permutations on
(The claims about the size and the degree of V k follow from Remark 2.2 and the Definitions 2.5 and 2.8.) Now the same algorithm as Paul and Galil used in [2] to construct a universal MPC for all PC's with n processors and fixed degree c (independent on n) yields the following theorem.
Theorem. Let fft, be the set of all tupels of PC's with equal size and degree c, which together have at most n processors. Then V~ is universal for H~. Let M be a PC which appears in at least one tupel of ffI, and has the size n'< n. If M started with some input ~ executes t steps to compute the output, the simulation-time of V k for M started with ~ is O(t. log(n')).
Thus we have achieved that the simulation time for a PC M does no longer depend on the size of the universal PC but only on thatone of M itself.
Chapter 3
In this chapter we construct for each ntlN a universal MPC which can simulate all tupels of PC's with degree c, which together have at most n processors. The simulation-time of this MPC for a PC of size n'< n with degree c is only by a factor O((log log(n')) slower than the PC itself. The MPC has size O(n ~ +~) for some arbitrary e>0 and is a n-distributor. For it[-0,2k-t-i], the i'th of these tops is joint with the i'th top of (71 and the (i+2k-l)'th top of (~2-For itl'2k-X, 2k--1], the i'th of these tops is joint with the (i-2~-t)'th top of (~ and the i'th top of(~ 2.
The concatination of the bases of GI and G2 form the base of G~'. The graph G~ which is constructed in I'5] is the following: G~, consists of two exemplaries H 1 and H 2 of G~'. Additionally, there are edges for every it1,0, n-1] between the i-th vertices of the bases of H I and H 2 and the i'th vertex of HI(H2) and the (i+ 1)'th vertex of H2(Ht), if i is even (odd). The tops of H t are the sources, those of H z the sinks of G~. The two exemplaries of G~' 1 in H I are called B t and B z, those in H 2 B 3 and B,.
The construction of G], is illustrated in Fig. 3 . In the following construction, the base of H t will become the base of a distributor. Waksman proved in [,31:
Theorem (Waksman). For each k~lq, G t is a 2k-permutation-network, i.e. G] contains for each permutation lr on ['0,2k-11 2 k pairwise disjoint pathes of length 2k-I, such that the i'th of these pathes join the i'th source and the rc(i)'th sink of G~, i~[,0,2k-11.
This theorem shows that the MPC with graph Gk t whose input-processors belong to the sources and whose output-processors to the sinks of G~ t can be initialized for each permutation r~ on [0, 2 ~-11, such that this MPC started with (xo ..... x2k_~)e(~I*) 2" computes (X,~o,...,x,~2k_t~). If s is the maximal length of the xt's, G~ needs O(k+s) steps. Now let us consider the following graph: This graph is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Now let rc be a permutation on [,0, n-l] and R~, ...,R~,_ t the first n of the 2 k pathes in G~, given by Theorem 3.2 for a permutation on [,0, 2 k-I] whose restriction on [,0, n-I] is ~. 3.6. Remark. G~. is a subgraph of G n in which for i~l'0, n-l] ci.rtogt.~l_ l is the i'th source of G. z.
As we have chosen the first n vertices of the base of Ht (see Fig. 3 ) instead of its sources as the base of G. z, we have achieved that the subgraph G. "'b of G. 2 which is for some O<a<b<n-1 induced by the vertices {c~j, i~ [a,b] 
is isomorphic to G~_o+t in such a way that its base B~.'b:-----(C+o, i~ [a,b] ) is isomorphic to the base of GbZ_.+l and consists of consecutive vertices of the base of G. 2. Now we are ready to prove: 3.7. Theorem. IV. is an n-distributor with the following properties:
El: W. has hi,log(n)] vertices and degree 6. 2) For all it[0, n-1], transport x~ from the i'th source to the n(i)'th source along the pathes Ro .... , R,_ t.
Remark. For each jt [1, p] , x~ is contained in the sfth source of G,.
3) For all jt [1, p] transport x~j from the sfth source to all l'th sources with
Remark. This transport can obviously be executed along trees in G,. By Lemma 3.8 we know that after the simulation of r steps of the Mi's there is for every it[0, n-1] at least one processor of M which simulates P~ "correctly" relative to M. This will be called the main-representant of Pv The other processors, which simulate P~ but perhaps go wrong sometimes, are called potential representants of Pv After the simulation of these r steps we use that IV' ,, Is a m-distributor to transport the information about the "true" configuration of every P~ from its main representant to all its potential representants.
They execute an "updating" to compute the "true" configuration of P~, too. Now we describe the parameters m, r and the size of M~ dependent on n. The size of every M~ is f(n), the length m of the base of IV. is g(n), the number r of steps, for which we simulate the M~'s, is h(n).
The simulation is illustrated in Fig. 6 .
Wlr(l"(a))
Here M~ ~, simulated. Let /(= (go,.--, K._ 1) be the h(n)'th successor configuration of K. We say, W~.~ can compute K. from K, if it is possible to initialize 14zgl.~ in such a way that the following holds: If W~t.~ is prepared for K and starts its computation, then afterwards 14zgt. ~ is prepared for K and /(" and for every itl'0, n-l] the main representant of P~ has stored Info(M, Pi, K, h(n)).
Lemma. If Wg~.~ is prepared for K then it can compute K from K in
O(log(n) log log(n)) steps.
As h(n)= O(log(n)), I, Vgt.~ needs O(log log(n)) steps on an average to simulate one step of M.
Proof of Lemma 3.11. We describe a recursive program for I, Vst.~ which computes/~ from K.
If n<c p (compare Definition 3.9), it is obviously possible to compute /( from K with the help of the techniques used in the proof of Theorem 2.11 in a constant (i.e. only dependent on c and p) number of steps.
Now let n > c ~. Then we denote the h(f(n))'th successor configuration of K by K'=(K'o ..... K'~_z). For itl0, n-l] let /J be the configuration (Ki, P i is processor of Mi) for M~ and ri -i /2--(Lj, Ps is processor of Mi) its h(f(n))'th
successor configuration. As Wg~) is prepared for K. it follows from the definition of the potential and main representants that for every/El-0, n -1], W~ is prepared for/.J.
Our simulation begins as follows:
Part I. For every/El'0, n-1], ~ computes E from 8. This is done recursively. After having executed these three parts, Ws~) is prepared for K' and K and for every itl'0, n-1], the main representant of P~ in Wg~,~ has stored
Info(M, P~, K, h(f(n)). h(n)
Now we execute these three parts ~ times. Thereby, Wg~,) computes /~ from K. We have to count the number of steps, this program needs.
Let T(n) be the maximal number of steps which Wz~,~ needs to compute the h(n)'th successor configuration of some configuration of some PC with size n and degree c.
Then, part 1 needs T(f(n)) steps. As Info(M,K, Pi, h(f(n))) has at most length h(f(n)) for every it[0, n-1], we know from Theorem 3.7 that part 2 needs O(log(g(n))+h(f(n)) steps. Obviously, part 3 needs O(h(f(n))) steps. h(n)
As each part is executed ~ times we obtain:
~_ h!n) (T(f(n)) + O(log(g(n)) + h(f(n))) T(n) nu ~nB
for n > c p, T(n) = constant otherwise.
By Definition 3.9 we know that I = O(log(n)) and f(n) < [n~J.
Therefore we get:
h(n) h(f(n)) --p, Iog(g(n))--O(Iog(n)), h(f(n))
[Lj
T(n) <p(T( n-: ) + O(log(n))) for n > c p and therefore T(n)--O(log(n) log log(n)), which proves the lemma. []
In order to simulate M started with some input (Xo, ...,xq_0~(N*) ~, W~,j first has to transport for each i~[0, q-i] the input from the q'th element of its base to all potential representants of the z*th input processor of M. As W~t,) is a distributor, this can be done in time O(log(g(n) )+s), where s is the maximal length of the x~'s. Afterwards it simulates M as described-in Lemma 3.-11, until M has stopped. Then the output is transported from the main representants of the output processors of M to the corresponding vertices of the base of W~,). (g(n) )+s') steps, if every element of the output tupel has length at most s'. Obviously, s, s'__<t, if t is the number of steps M executes started with (x 0 .... , xv-t)-Therefore we obtain that the simulation time of M started with (x o .... , xq_ z) is O(t log log(n) + log(n)). (H, contains among other tupels all iupels which consist of PC's with degree c, which together have at most n processors.)
This needs O(log
With the help of the above and Theorem 3.7, E2 we obtain:
Theorem. Let p~N, g(n):=[.n p-tj for every nr Then Wg~,) is universal for H,. Let M be a PC with size n'~_n and degree e, which needs t steps, if it is started with some input 2. Then the simulation time of M started with 2 in Wg~,) is O(t log log(n') + log(n')). Chapter 4: T~pes of Simulations.
In this chapter we present three types of simulations of a PCM by a MPCM o. In the two following chapters we prove lower bound for the efficiency of universal MPC's which can simulate all PC's with n processors and degree c, and which only use simulations of one of the above types.
The efficiency of such a universal MPC Me we measure by its size and its time-loss, i.e. the maximal factor by which the time some PC M with size n and degree c needs started with some input 2 and the simulation time of M o for M started with 2 differ.
We assume that each processor of the PC M being simulated by M o is at every time of the simulation simulated by at least one processor of M o, its representant. Furthermore, each representant of some processor P of M shall at each time be capable to communicate with representants of all the neighbours of P. This communication is executed along transport pathes. Their lengthes determine the time-loss of the simulation.
As these kinds of simulations only depend on the graph of the PC's being simulated, we define the types of simulations in a graphtheoretical way.
Let G(n, c) denote the set of all graphs with n vertices and degree c. Let Me be an arbitrary graph with vertex set V 0 and U~G(n, e) a graph with vertex set [1, n] .
The easiest type of simulations we present here is the following: Mo simulates G by attaching one representant i.e. one vertex of M o to each vertex of G. The communication between neighbours in G is simulated by transport-ing the corresponding information along transport pathes between their representants. These simulations we will call "of type 1"
In the introduction of this paper we have seen an example which shows that it can be reasonable to attach several representants to every processor of G. Such simulations are of type 2. 
Definition.
Definition. Mo is k-universal for G(n, c) of type 1 if it is (n, k)-universal for G(n, c) of type 2.
In Chap. 2 we have got to know a O(log(n))-universal MPC for G(n, c) of
The simulations executed by the MPC from Chap. 3 are not of type 1 or 2. In these simulations, the sets of representants vary dependent on time. For example sometimes only the main representants are representants, i.e. simulate "correctly", some times all potential representants are representants in the sense described in the beginning of this chapter.
Also the transport pathes vary dependent on time and the number of steps necessary to simulate one step of G, too. We now shall define a third type of simulations which includes the simulations shown in Chap. 3. 
Definition.
T-J}.
M0 is k-universal ((h, k)-universal) for G(n, c) of type 3, if for every G~G(n, c)
and every T~lq there is a simulation of T steps of G by M o of type 3 which has a time-loss of at most k (and uses at most h representants).
If x is a representant at time t~[1, T] of a vertex i of G in Mo, then we call each representant at time (t-1) which is connected to x by a t-tra.nsport path
G a predecessor of x (on level (t-1)).
Inductively, we call for j> 1 every predecessor of a predecessor of x on level t-(j-1) a predecessor of x on level t-j, if j<t. We finish this chapter with the following observation:
4.4. Remark. If t =>j and i and i' are vertices of G, such that i' is contained in the j-environment of i, then for every representant x of i at time t there is a predecessor of x on level (t-j) which is a representant of i' at time (t-j).
Chapter 5
In this chapter we prove a lower bound for the time-loss of a universal MPC for G(n,c) of type 3 whose graph is a so-called uniform distributor. These graphs are interesting, because the graph of the universal MPC from Chap. 3 belongs to them. We shall show that this MPC has an asymptotically minimal time-loss among all universal MPC's for G(n, c) of type 3 whose graph is a uniform distributor. 
Definition. A uniform n-distributor
~ 2 -7-predecessors on level (t-j).
i=0 Now let te[Llog(n)J, T], jr [log(n)]-1], and b~ a representant of the root of D at time t. Then by Remark 4.4 every vertex of the j-environment of this root has a representant at time (t-j) which is a predecessor of bp on level (t-j). As these representants are pairwise disjoint and the j-environment of this root has 2 i+ t _ 1 elements (j-< klog(n)J -1 !) it follows by Lemma 5.3"
Therefore, there is a ioe[0,j-1], such that
Let to---t-iv, then we obtain:
Thus we have proved: Obviously this can be done in such a way that every element of [1, T] is contained in at most two of these intervaUs.
Lemma. There is a'>O such that for every te[llog(n)/, T] and every jell, Llog(n)J -1], there is a toe[t-j+ 1, t], such that k,o> a' j.
Now let h:=Llog(Llog
F. Meyer auf der Hr
As ~ k, is proved to be at least a. 2 h. log log(n) for every j~ 1-1, s + 1], and as s+ 1 >__~ it follows:
T s+l k, > a log log(n)
Thus the time-loss 1 ~ k, is bounded from below by 89 log(n) which In order to finish this chapter we notice that for a k-universal uniform mdistributor of type 2 which only uses vertices of its base as representants it follows that k = f2(log(n)).
This follows by evaluating Lemma 5.4 for j=Llog(n)J-1, and by taking into consideration that a simulation of type 2 is a simulation of type 3 in which (among other things) all t-time-losses are equal.
Chapter 6
In this chapter we prove that universal MPC's for G(n, c) of type 1, 2, or 3 can not have a "small" time-loss and a "small" number of processors at the some time.
In what follows let c, d => 3.
Theorem. Let Mo~G(m, el) be (h, k)-universal for G(n, c) of type 2 then h. k
= ft(n log(n)) or ra = n ac"~/h).
Corollary. Let Mo6G(m,d) be k-universal for G(n,c) of type 1, then k
Thus a universal MPC of type 1 which has an asymptotically smaller timeloss than that one from Chap. 2 has an exponential size. ----f2(n log(n)/log log(n)) or m = n k 6.5. Corollary. Let Mo~G(m,d) be k-universal for G(n, c) of type 3. Then ra.k = f2(n log(n)/log log(n)).
The corollaries are easy conclusions of the theorems. The rest of this paper is devoted to the proofs of the Theorems 6.1 and 6.4. These proofs foltow this pattern:
To each simulation S of a graph by M o of type2 or 3 with time-loss k, which uses at most h representants, we attach a fragment, i.e. an object from which we can still recognize the graph being simulated. Therefore the number of these fragments is an upper bound for the number of graphs for which there are such simulations by Mo.
In order to get better estimentions, we only consider the number Y of fragments, which belong to graphs from a certain subset G'(n, c) of G(n, c).
On the other hand we bound #G'(n, c) from below. As M o is (h, k) universal for. G(n, c), therefore for G'(n,c), too, we obtain that #G'(n,c)< Y. This unequality proves the respective theorem. First we note some estimations which we need in the proofs.
6.6. Lemma. 
For all k,n~N, l~_k<n, (~)<n ~.
FI [P'a'] <e~h'P h. i.t \bi I ffi
The stimation in a) is very ruff. We only shall estimate more carefully if it is necessary. Otherwise we use such ruff estimations in order to get simpler terms.
Proof of Lemma 6.6. a) and b) are standard estimations.
For the proof of c) we use the well known unequality:
For n,k~N, iNk<n, < Now let c'<c and GoeG(n,c'). Let G(n,c, Go) be the set of all graphs from G(n, c) which contain the subgraph G o. We now shall bound the cardinality of
G(n, c, Go).
Let a graph be called r.-colorable if there is a mapping from its edges to [1, r] Proof. Obviously, ~G(n, 1)> (2) , By Stirlings Formula we obtain that #G(n, 1)>n2-2 -~ for some suitable a'>0.
,o H Therefore, #B=(4#G(n, 1))c'" >n c_ ~-. 2 -e'*'" which proves Claim 1. Now let B be the set of all (n, c)-multigraphs whose edges marked with [c -r+l,c] form the graph G 0. As G O is r-colorable, G o can be formed in this way.
Let g: B'--. G(n, c, Go) be the mapping which attaches to some HeB' that graph which has an edge between exactly those pairs of vertices between which there is at least one arbitrarily marked edge in H. Obviously, g is well defined and surjective. As every element of g-t(G) is specified by fixing these edges and marks for all of its vertices, we obtain:
Obviously, #B'> ~B.
Therefore we may conclude from claim 1 and 2 that c--f
G(n, c, Go) > ( ~ B') . (c . 2". c')-" >_ n -i-". 2-*'"
for some suitable a t > 0. []
We assume that the vertex set of Mo is [1, m] and that one of some graph from G(n, c) [ 
.. B~, I4/).
This fragment doesn't specify any longer how the strategy simulates, but it still specifies which graph is simulated.
Let R be the number of graphs from G(n, c, Co) for which there is a (h, k)-strategy, and Y the number of fragments of (h, k)-strategies of graphs from G(n, c, Co). -Every pair from S has the form (hi, y) for some/el-l, n] such that y~Uk(b~).
Therefore in follows:
In order to specify S, there are for every i~ [1, n] 
(k+l)~a2nlog(n ).
The theorem is proved, if we now can show that m = n a('2/h). This is done by manipulating the unequality (.). Let DeG(n, 3) be a balanced, binary tree. D has depth I.log(n)J. Now let AeN be fixed, A~_n. A will be specified later.
Let reg, l and Vt,..., V, be r subsets of [1, n] of cardinality A which cover [1,n] such that for every ie [1,r] , the subgraph of D induced by V~ is a balanced, binary tree of depth Llog(A)J. Obviously, V t ..... I/, can be chosen such that r< 2n and every iel'I, n] is contained in at most two of the Ms. Now =A we consider a graph GeG(n,c,D) and a Tel'4. As G(n,c,D)~G(n,c) , there is a simulation of T steps of G by M o of type 3 with time-loss at most k which uses at most h representants. Let it be specified by the representant sets BI.,, ..., B,., for every re[0, t] and the sets W~ of t-t/'ansport pathes for every tell, T]. We assume that T>2Llog(A)J + 1 and call (B1. , ..... B,.,, W,),a r a (h, k) .strategy for G. For te [1, T'] let k t be the t-time-loss of the strategy.
We count the number of graphs for which there is a (h,k)-strategy as follows: For some t o we count the number of possible choices of B1 ..... B~ =B't ~ ..... B~ in a strategy. Afterwards we estimate the number of possible choices of sets S of edges of graphs which can be simulated by a strategy with the above representants at time to and (to+ 1)-time-loss k,o ~.t. Unfortunately, this method, i.e. the choice of (Bt .... , B~, S) as fragments, is to weak for our purpose, because there are too many choices for B 1 ..... B,. Therefore we first fix the representants B'1, ..., B', of r suitably chosen vertices of G -one .from each V~ -at time t o -2[log(A)J. Their number is not too large if t o is chosen reasonably. As all considered graphs contain a balanced binary tree, after having fixed B' 1 ...B', the number of choices of B 1 .... ,B~ decreases considerably.
Formally a fragment is defined as follows: Then log (~) <log log(a,n) and it follows: m> ") ''~176176
>_ n"(-~)
Now we choose A = Llog(n)J and obtain Theorem 6.4.
